
Notes of the Derwent 7 meeting held on 15th December 2014 in the Keswick Quaker Meeting House at 19:00. 
 
Present: Geoff Davies (In the Chair)  
  Becx Carter- Derwent 7 Administrator  
  Richard Keeley- Above Derwent Parish Councillor 
  Pauline Soulsby- Above Derwent Parish Councillor 
  Margaret Throp- Above Derwent Parish Councillor 
  Steven Throp-Derwent 7 Honorary Treasurer  
  Marion Fitzgerald- Allerdale Borough Councillor 
  Susan Leighton- Keswick Town Councillor 
  Sally Bickerdyke- St Johns, Castlerigg & Wythburn 
  Phill Roberts- Keswick Carers Forum 
  Rob Kitchen- Allerdale Borough Council (Waste & Recycling Officer) 
  Ian Hinde- Allerdale Borough Council (Key Partnerships Officer) 
   
The meeting was quorate with representation present from at least three parishes.  
 

1. Apologies 
 
Apologies were received from Jackie Knights (Above Derwent Parish Clerk), John Stephens (Bassenthwaite 
Parish Council), Lynda Walker (Keswick Town Council), Tony Gibb (Underskiddaw Parish Council), Bob 
Kemp (Above Derwent Parish Council), ABC Cllr Heaslip. 

 
2. Presentation from Rob Kitchen- Waste & Recycling Officer, Allerdale Borough Council 

 
Rob Kitchen attended the meeting to introduce to the Derwent 7 Parishes a proposal for the area to trial a new 
way of recycling. This new proposal would see the current purple bags (which are not recyclable) replaced by 
reusable waxed hessian sacks (similar to those currently being used in the Newlands Valley). A prototype of 
the bag was circulated at the meeting for people to look at. Each household would be issued with one of these 
70L reusable purple bags which would then be emptied as part of the fortnightly recycling collections.  
 
Allerdale Borough Council are looking for a group of parishes to trial these new reusable sacks. The Derwent 
7 areas (excluding Threlkeld which is in Eden) offer a trial area of around 6500 houses which is a workable 
size for such a trial.  
 
The change from the old non recyclable sacks to this reusable system would increase the value of the 
recycling product to Allerdale Borough Council thereby increasing the revenue generated by this waste 
service. Any income from this service would be ploughed back into ABC services to continue to keep them 
sustainable.  
 
Rob confirmed that he would be writing to all Allerdale parishes within the Derwent 7 to ask for their formal 
opinion on this trial, he would also offer to attend parish meetings if parishes required it. However he was 
hopeful that his attendance at this Derwent 7 meeting with all the information would be helpful. . The trial 
would be reviewed after a period of approximately 3 months. If the trial is successful it would then be gradually 
rolled out across the whole of the ABC area.  
 
For areas that currently don’t have purple bag recycling then they could be considered for a similar system to 
Newlands where there are large euro bins at a designated location that households take their recycling too 
(e.g. in Newlands the community bins are sited at the Stair Institute).  
 
If approved by all parishes ABC would be aiming to start the trial in April/May/June 2015.  
 
The meeting all agreed that the proposed trial sounded like a good idea, but it was made clear to Rob that 
each parish would make its own decision about volunteering to participate.  
 
The floor was opened for questions: 
 
Q: Why is all recycling currently put into one wagon? Wouldn’t it be better to have all the items recycled 
separately?  
 
A: The reason for this is the current vehicles used on the service don’t allow for the separation of recycling at 
source, and the cost implications of changing the vehicles would outweigh any possible benefits. The key 
issue is to keep glass & paper separate which is already done (the paper recycling is collected in a separate 
wagon to the one that collects purple bag recycling). Until the service for recycling & rubbish collection is re-
tendered the method of collection will continue as it is. 
 



Q: What are Allerdale doing regarding the issue of holiday lets/holiday cottages abusing the rubbish/recycling 
collection services? (Or not using them at all?). 
 
A: Allerdale Borough Council have identified 832 holiday lets within the area. Of these 410 pay for their waste 
to be collected (correctly- using Red Top Bins), ABC have identified a further 422 who will be receiving letters 
(these are the properties that are currently paying business rates). The letter will state that if they don’t 
register for commercial waste by the end of March 2015 then their domestic bin will be removed. Alternatively 
properties could state they were a domestic residence at which point they would have to register and pay full 
council tax.  
 
Q: What about those families who have the larger bins?  
 
A: ABC are aiming to employ a waste minimisation officer who will work with those households that have the 
oversized bins (or those that are continually reported as not recycling) to improve the volume of recycling that 
is done within the county and reduce the amount of residual waste (landfill) that is collected.  (This post is 
likely to be funded by the Waste Partnership and will hopefully last for a period of 2-3 years).  
 
Rob Kitchen informed those present that he was happy to answer any queries that individual parishes etc may 
have- His email address is rob.kitchen@allerdale.gov.uk 
 
  

3. Presentation from Phill Roberts re Keswick Carers forum 
 

Phill has been working on this matter with Janette Mcleaod for a number of years following a realisation that 
there were a lot of people in a caring role within the Keswick Area (many of whom didn’t know they were 
carers).  They started Keswick Carers. This started with coffee mornings so carers could have a meeting 
place to get mutual support. They swiftly realised that the most important thing was bringing the relevant 
organisations together as there was no strategic planning for Keswick.  
 
There are now circa 20 organisations involved in the group. E.g. Singing for the Brain. 
 
GPs have a responsibility to identify carers at the first point of contact. West Cumbria Carers have a contract 
to support GPs in doing this (they are based in Maryport) but there still seem to be gaps in the service 
provision to support carers in the Keswick area. 
 
Therefore Keswick Carers Forum has been set up, they are now fully constituted with a bank account and 
have the relevant officers. They are currently applying for grants to cover the running costs of the group. The 
group has produced a folder of useful information for all carers, there are a number of copies dotted around 
Keswick (library, drop in centre etc) a copy of this folder was passed to the parishes of St Johns, Castlerigg & 
Wythburn and Above Derwent during the meeting. Becx Carter Clerk to Borrowdale and Underskiddaw Parish 
Councils took a folder for each of those parishes. 
 
Action: Becx to scan the folder information in and digitise this information for email circulation and 
uploading to websites.  
 
The floor was opened for questions: 
 
Q: How many carers are there within the area?  
A: There are around 800 young carers within the area that are signed up to services, but they think the actual 
number is nearer 3400.  
 
Phill reported to the meeting that one of the issues they had found was with the title ‘West Cumbria Carer’s’ 
residents of Keswick and its hinterland don’t class themselves as ‘West Cumbrian’. Hence the reason why the 
Keswick Carers association was formed. 
 
Within the Keswick Carers Forum there are three main projects, including the forum which other forums 
regularly attend, there is also a new group that brings together former carers (after the person that was being 
cared for has passed on). 
 
The meeting thanked Phill for attending. 
 

4. County & District Council Matters- Ian Hinde & Cllr Marion Fitzgerald.  
 

Footway Lighting Meeting  
 



Richard Keeley attended a meeting on the 9th October regarding Footway Lighting. He reported that in 
essence at this meeting a report was provided by David Bryden on the up to date position; ABC have received 
72-73k from Electricity Northwest (the other circa 10K has been retained by CCC for their lights which were 
affected by the Electricity Northwest issue). There are ongoing discussions on how these funds should be 
spent. The list is currently circa 100 lights, but there are actually circa 800 lights that haven’t been considered 
yet.  The conclusion of the discussions was that the funds would be spent on the ‘hotspots’ (those areas 
where objections had been received).  At some point these funds would run out there appeared to be no clear 
plan on what would happen once this occurs. It is understood that the 72k is enough to cover the lights that 
are immediately under threat this year, and there is a question mark on how future lights on ENW poles would 
be paid for.  
 
The circa 800 number is the total number of lights on ENW poles, however there is also the future problem of 
ordinary lamps that will reach the end of their lives over the coming years.  
 
Ian HInde informed the meeting that there is a meeting of the ABC scrutiny sub committee in January where 
the three options laid out in the written paper will be considered: 
 
1) ABC will continue to pay for the energy and maintenance of the lights and Parish/Town Councils would 

pay for any required replacements in accordance with their own priorities. 
2) Town/Parish Councils would take on the cost of maintenance and energy costs circa £60 per annum per 

light, and ABC would then take on responsibility for replacements depending on budget and priorities 
3) ABC & Town/Parish Councils would pay half of energy and maintenance and half the cost of 

replacements.  
 

The scrutiny sub committee will then make a recommendation to the full scrutiny committee who will in turn 
make a recommendation to the full executive.  
 
Any replacements that ABC make would be of a standard where they could be adopted by the CCC in the 
future.  
 

5. Approval of previous minutes 
 
22/09/2014- Resolved all in favour of approval 
 

 Action: Clerk to upload these minutes to the Derwent 7 website.  
 

6. Update on action points from the previous minutes 
 

The clerk updated the meeting on the progress of the action points from the previous meeting.  
 
Unless otherwise mentioned below all actions were deemed to have been completed. 
 
Action: Clerk to chase up Chris Tomlin for an electronic copy of the Distinctive areas map and to 
circulate to all. 
 
Sally Bickerdyke informed the meeting that she had not circulated a letter to all regarding dredging of ditches, 
however since the last meeting some farmers have been able to work on this matter. It was therefore 
resolved that this matter be removed from future agendas. 
 

7. Finance 
a) Signing of the relevant accounts for payment 

 
Three item were before the meeting for signing: 
 
Braithwaite Institute £23- Room Hire for 5/9/14 Transport Meeting 
Becx Carter £528.93- Salary and Expenses 2nd half of 2014 
Keswick Quaker Meeting House £25- Room Hire for 15/12/15 
 
The invoices were circulated around the room and resolved that all were in favour of the cheques being 
signed by two signatories. (Lynda Walker & Jackie Knights) 
 
Action: Clerk to action the above. 
 
b) Approval of balance of the bank account. 
 



This was noted as £1,968.38 as of the 27th November 2014 and the bank statement was circulated to all 
present as evidence. 
 
c) Bank Mandate- Completed 

 
d) Geoff Davies informed the meeting that he had received correspondence from Cllr M Heaslip offering the 

Derwent 7 a further £1550 for on-going work in the financial year 15/16 under exactly the same conditions 
as the current round of funding. 

 
Resolved that this additional funding be accepted and Becx should work with Allerdale to provide the relevant 
details for the funding transfer. 
 
It was noted by the meeting that this additional funding was very good news.  
 

8. Consider potential projects/areas of work  
 

Speeding Matters- It would cost in the region of 2k to purchase a Speed Indicating Device for use within the 
small parishes. Resolved that this was more funding than the Derwent 7 could reasonably expect to raise. As 
such this item was removed from the agenda for future meetings. 
 
Rural Bus Service Provision- Correspondence had been received from Antoinette Ward of Caldbeck Parish re 
the removal of the 73/73A service. Caldbeck had tried to save this service but hadn’t been successful due to 
lack of users and the costs of underwriting a service (circa £130 per journey). A similar issue may also arise 
next winter with the 77/77A Borrowdale Bus Service.  
 
Phill Roberts noted that he was also the chair of the Aspatria Community Transport Group, and they have a 
minibus which could potentially be used on this route as a community route, or the bus could be hired for 95p 
per mile which may offer the ability to have the service running a few times during the summer. Phill Roberts 
has been in touch with Caroline Watson at CCC with this offer and Aspatria Community Transport Group are 
just waiting to hear back from CCC on how they should proceed. 
 
Cllr Marion Fitzgerald also informed the meeting that Caroline Watson has set up a rural wheels service to 
replace the 604 Reays service for the 6 regular users of this service. 
 
Action: GD to speak with Ann Hall from Coniston and ask them how they have dealt with these issues, 
any information obtained will be shared with Becx. 
 
Action: Cllr Marion Fitzgerald informed the meeting that she would circulate information on the rural 
wheels service to Becx, who would circulate it round to everyone. 
 

9. Sub Groups 
 

Transport- Sally updated the meeting on the matters this group were currently considering: 
 
- Objecting to the speed limit changes on the B5289 and the St Johns in the Vale road- These proposals 

have now been scrapped 
- Buses from Penrith to Keswick – Currently in dialogue with stagecoach to as if the late bus could have 

some flexibility to wait if the train was running late? Steve Throp informed the meeting that you can now 
purchase a through ticket to Keswick on the train. If such a ticket is purchased they have to guarantee the 
bus is there (if not they have to pay for a taxi). 

- Sheepdog field- The group has submitted a letter to CCC asking them to consider the issue of 
Brundholme road prior to the Sheepdog Field development which will only exacerbate the issue. 

- Keswick to Penrith Railway- The next meeting of the Keswick to Penrith Railway will be held on the 30th 
January 2015. 

 
The next Transport Sub Group meeting will be held after the 30th January, possibly on the 6th February 2015. 
 
 
Housing- Becx updated the meeting that the clerks working on this issue have met again have a few more 
action points to complete. However the current feeling is that there may not be much that the Derwent 7 can 
do because the local occupancy clauses may not be enforceable (and have not yet been challenged), and to 
produce a definitive list of properties covered by some form of local occupancy clause would not be cost 
effective.  
 
A final report will be produced in time for the next Derwent 7 Cluster Group meeting at which point a decision 
can be taken on what further work should be done on this matter.  



Action: Cllr Marion Fitzgerald to ask ABC if any S.106 information is held on their mapping system.  
 

10. Feedback from Parish Councils on relevant issues. 
 

None raised. 
 

11. Date & Time of Next meeting. 
 
Monday 16th March 19:00 (tbc) in the Keswick area. 
 
Meeting closed at 20:53 

 
 
Action Owner 
Action: Becx to scan the folder information in and digitise this information for email 
circulation and uploading to websites.  
 

Becx 

Action: Clerk to upload these minutes to the Derwent 7 website. Becx 
Action: Clerk to chase up Chris Tomlin for an electronic copy of the Distinctive areas 
map and to circulate to all. 
 

Becx 

Action: Clerk to action the above. 
 

Becx 

Action: GD to speak with Anne Hall from Consiton and ask them how they have dealt 
with these issues, any information obtained will be shared with Becx. 
 

Geoff 

Action: Cllr Marion Fitzgerald informed the meeting that she would circulate 
information on the rural wheels service to Becx, who would circulate it round to 
everyone. 
 

Cllr Marion Fitzgerald 

Action: Cllr Marion Fitzgerald to ask ABC if any S.106 information is held on their 
mapping system.  
 

Cllr Marion Fitzgerald 

 


